20 ways to live a sexier life
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Starting Out
Why everyone should use sex toys
They’re fun to experiment with
They give brilliant new sensations
They relax you and release tension
They help you explore your body
They improve sex with a partner
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What do sex toys say about me?
Sex is everywhere, yet when it comes to our
own sex lives we tend to be incredibly private.
While we might swap some salacious stories
after a few drinks with friends, masturbation
and the use of sex toys are still taboo topics.
But you know what? Everybody masturbates
and there’s a place for sex toys in everyone’s
life. Using sex toys alone should be seen as a
therapeutic treat, rather than something to use
for a guilty, quick fix.
It’s worth remembering that sex toys
don’t replace sex, they enhance it.
In a relationship, talking about and
experimenting with sex toys increases
your levels of trust and intimacy.
Better communication and sexual
satisfaction strengthens your
relationship. Win-win!
Tracey Cox Supersex Bullet Vibrator
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Happiness is a journey,
not a destination
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Living a

Sexier Life
Happiness is about long-term life satisfaction
as well as day-to-day emotional wellbeing
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Touch more, play more, enjoy more

It’s easy for sex lives to lose their sparkle,
but follow these steps to combat boredom
and rediscover play.

1 in 5
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married people
don’t kiss their partner
at all in a week

Touch more
Be more intimate outside the bedroom.
Kiss your partner while they’re
washing up or stroke their hair
while you watch TV.
Create sexual energy by
touching and kissing without
any sexual intent.
Take more time
Prolong your foreplay and
stay clothed for longer.
Hold off for longer before you
have sex and you’ll notice a
dramatic uplift in desire.
Play more
A blindfold, a flavoured lube or
mini vibe are all starter toys you can
introduce to the bedroom that you
can play with and explore together.
Share more
Talk about your fantasies. They might
not all come true, but discussing
them can have an immense effect
on your libido, intimacy and the
level of trust between you.
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Mission: massage
Send your partner into a state of relaxation
and contentment with a massage – once a
month is a realistic goal for all couples.
Place your palms flat and stroke all
over your partner’s body.
Knead with your thumbs to get rid
of knots and tight spots.
Softly trace the contours of your
partner’s body with your fingertips.
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Earthly Body Mini
Massage Candles
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The element of surprise
Slip a blindfold over your partner’s eyes and your
every touch will be heightened. Enhance their
experience by varying your movements so they
never know what’s coming next.
Lick your partner softly and then breathe
soft, warm air on their skin. You can also try
blowing cool air over them to send shivers
down their spine.

Tease Me Blackout Blindfold
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Use your fingers and alternate between
running long, teasing strokes along their
limbs and tracing little circles in one small
area. The difference in sensation will
feel incredible.
Change the pace by stopping and staying
completely still. Don’t make contact with
their body until they’re desperate for you
to touch them once more.
Variation and anticipation will leave them
totally aroused – and you’ll feel like an
incredible lover!
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Game for anything
Whether you’ve just met someone new or have
been married for years, sex games introduce
a new level of fun and excitement.
By using sexy board games, kama sutra playing
cards or sex dice, you’ll get to know each other
better and create some explosive, sexy nights
to remember.
Choose the game together and set a night to
play it – the anticipation is all part of the fun!

Lovehoney’s
best-selling
board game,
Monogamy, has sold
over 500,000 copies
worldwide
Monogamy
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Let’s Fool Around
Sex Dice

Three new ways to use sex dice
Instead of using your sex dice to dictate your
foreplay try using them in more imaginative ways.
During advert breaks on TV, roll the dice
and perform the actions until your
programme starts again.
Play your favourite board game, but roll
the sex dice at the same time. You’ve not
completed your turn until you’ve followed
the instructions on both sets of dice!
Take turns to hold the dice one
evening – roll them when your
partner is least expecting it.
Stop what you’re doing
and follow the instruction.
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Lovin’ lingerie
Want to add a little extra sparkle
to your sex life? Lingerie is one of
the easiest ways to ignite lust and
desire. A new lingerie set boosts
your confidence, makes any
occasion feel extra special and
gives your partner an exciting
new way of seeing you.
Sensual lingerie is a real treat and
choosing the right set is important.
To maximise your chances of
lingerie success, go for something
that accentuates your femininity
and makes you feel at ease.

Corsets or bustiers teamed with stockings are ideal
for a sexually confident, smouldering look.
Floaty babydolls, all-in-one teddies and chemises
are flirtatious, flattering and – most importantly –
easy to roll around in!
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Work up an appetite
Set a treasure hunt for your partner. With each
clue leave a coupon, a note with a compliment
to read, a few sweets or a small gift.
Go all out for the final clue – whether going into
a room that’s been set up for a romantic meal or
maybe a sexy treat.
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Sliquid Swirl Lubes

Sweeter oral sex
Oral sex is better when it’s wetter!
Apply some flavoured lube to your
fingers, drizzle it along your partner’s
body and lick your way to the action,
or apply it directly to your tongue.
As well as transforming your lover
into a tasty treat, flavoured lube eases
penetration during oral (yummy) and
helps with more advanced skills like
deep throating.

Choose from
flavours including
cherry, strawberry,
pina colada, raspberry,
apple, bubblegum
and more...
18
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Better female orgasms
For most women, the key to
orgasm is direct stimulation of
the clitoris. Packed with nerve
endings and a one-track mind
for pleasure, you’d think giving
the clitoris what it wants would
be easy.
Unfortunately, many of us know
from personal experience that
just isn’t the case. Don’t worry,
help is at hand!
Orgasm boosters contain natural
ingredients that increase blood
flow to plump up the clitoris
and heighten its sensitivity. With
an orgasm booster working its
magic, you’ll soon reach a more
intense and satisfying climax.

Bombshell
Orgasm Balm
Cherry
Mint
Chocolate
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Lovehoney Stay
Delay Lube
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Want to last longer?
Premature ejaculation – coming before you or your
partner want you to – can put a strain on even
the strongest of relationships. Breaking the cycle
of anxiety about performing and being unable to
perform is key.
A delay spray is a cheap and effective solution if
you want to last longer. Delay sprays and creams
contain numbing ingredients that decrease your
sensitivity so you can prolong your pleasure and
regain your confidence.
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Lovehoney Sqweel 2
Oral Sex Simulator

Trying a

Sex Toy
It’s more fun than going to the gym,
less fattening than chocolate and
more exciting than skydiving
21
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Have better sex – instantly!

People who use lubricant have better sex.
It eases penetration and makes playing, with or
without sex toys, so much more enjoyable.

70%

of women find sexual
experiences more
satisfying with lube

It’s the easiest and cheapest
way to make every sexual
experience you have smoother
and more pleasurable.
So what are you
waiting for?
Lovehoney
Delight Silk Lube
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Water-based lube
A great all-rounder and best for beginners,
water-based lube is skin-safe, condom
compatible and ideal to use with all sex
toys. Water-based lube is inexpensive
and can be put to many good uses!
Lovehoney Enjoy Water-Based Lube

Silicone-based lube
An excellent step-up, silicone lube is
condom compatible, long lasting and never
goes sticky. Because it’s so sleek, it’s also
fantastic for massage. Just remember to
keep it away from any silicone sex toys.
Sliquid Silver Silicone Lube
23
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The one, the only, the rabbit
The world’s best-selling type of vibrator needs
no introduction. With vibrating rabbit ears and an
action-packed shaft, the rabbit vibrator has been
responsible for millions of orgasms worldwide –
not that we’re complaining!
But have you discovered the new Happy Rabbit?
Rechargeable, powerful, extra quiet and made from
silicone, they’re rabbits reinvented by Lovehoney.
In so many different styles, there’s a world
of rabbits to explore.
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Lovehoney Happy Rabbit
G-Spot Rabbit Vibrator

Natural

Realistic

G-Spot
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Come together
As more couples are using sex toys to improve
their lovemaking and reach the ultimate sexual
goal of climaxing at the same time, it’s no
surprise that vibrating cock rings are now
the best-selling sex toy at Lovehoney.
Vibrating cock rings are nice and stretchy,
which means they will fit most men without
having to worry about measuring.
They’re really easy to put on and those extra
vibrations set you both up for a powerful ‘O’.
The woman-on-top position lets you get the
most out of a vibrating cock ring as she can
control precisely how much stimulation she
needs – and grinding down on the vibe feels
fantastic for both partners.
Tracey Cox
Silicone
Love Ring
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Vibrating cock
rings are the
most popular
toy at
Lovehoney!
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Powerful pleasure?
Just wave your Magic Wand®
“A wand is worth every
penny, I have never enjoyed
a sex toy so much”

Miss K - Lovehoney Customer

Magic Wand ® vibrators were originally
designed as mains-powered massagers,
but they were soon found to be the most
powerful sex toys available.
Turned to more erotic use, their wide heads
can be used to stimulate the whole genital
area, focused on the clitoris or directed to the
anus or perineum. Their versatility makes them
brilliant for couples.
Because they were originally intended as
massagers, they’re fantastic for a deeply
stimulating massage that may evolve into
foreplay or more...

Lovehoney Deluxe
Magic Wand ® Vibrator
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Lovehoney
G-Whizz
G-Spot Vibe

O-M-G force
Women who have found their
G-spot are loud and proud about
this pleasure zone.

How to find your G-spot
Start with clitoral massage to
relax and arouse you.
Use lots of lube and insert your
fingers into your vagina.
Feel for a rough patch 1-3 inches
on the front wall of the vagina.
Move your fingers in a
come-hither motion.
Don’t be too gentle,
the G-spot needs
strong stimulation!
G-spot sex toys will help you get the stimulation
you need without having the stamina of a
marathon runner or the skills of a contortionist.
28

Lovehoney’s bestselling stroker is the
Tracey Cox Supersex
Sensation Stroker
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Take the work out of hand jobs
“We can both recommend a stroker –
I enjoy using it on him and
watching him, and he
loves the sensation.”
Mr & Mrs P - Lovehoney Customers

A stroker is a male sex toy that gives your
hand job a whole new dimension. Strokers are
textured to give better-than-real sensations and
make giving him manual stimulation new and
exciting. All you need to do is add a generous
dollop of lube and discover your favourite way
to use it on him.
29
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We-Vibe 3

A slice of luxury
Spend a little more on a luxury vibrator
and you’ll find the best features and highest
quality materials. High-end sex toys not only
feel great but they’re durable too, meaning
these beautiful objects will fulfil you for longer.
As well as improving on classic toys by
making them more ergonomic, designer
sex toys also create brand new innovative
products. A great example is the We-Vibe,
which allows couples to receive clitoral and
G-spot stimulation during sex.
Most luxury toys are rechargeable from the
mains, offsetting your initial investment.
Some, like the Lelo Mia, can even be
charged via USB.

Lelo Mia
Vibrator
30
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Fifty Shades of Grey
Silver Pleasure Balls

Have a ball

Britain has gone crazy for silver balls thanks to
Fifty Shades of Grey. Designed to be worn in the
vagina, jiggle balls have small weighted balls
inside them that roll around as you move.
As well as providing pleasure, regular use of
jiggle balls strengthen your pelvic floor muscles
over time, making your vagina feel tighter, improving
bladder control and, best of all, blessing you with
more intense and longer lasting orgasms.
No wonder Ana Steele loves hers so much!
Lighter and larger balls are suitable for beginners
as they are the easiest to hold in. Smaller and
heavier jiggle balls will challenge you as your
strength increases.

Tracey Cox
Supersex
Toner Balls
31
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Beginner’s bondage
Bondage is the sexual fantasy we’re most
likely to play out in the bedroom and with the
encouragement of the bondage-themed
Fifty Shades trilogy, more and more couples
are experimenting.
Bondage can be soft, sensual and romantic
as well as kinky and intensely thrilling. Handing
control over to someone you love promises
new experiences and intensifies feelings of
trust and closeness.
Proper bondage equipment is designed so it
won’t get too tight, rub or chafe.
Wrist and ankle restraints or a blindfold are ideal
for your first time. The blindfold not only brings
in an element of sensory play, it helps get rid of
any butterflies you have about trying bondage
for the first time.
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Lovehoney Tease Me Bondage Collection

33
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Play like Grey

“This range is what I always
imagined while I was writing
Fifty Shades of Grey.” E L James
The Fifty Shades trilogy has introduced pleasure
products and accessories to millions of people
around the world.
Readers have followed Ana Steele’s incredible
journey and are aroused, intrigued – and want to
know how they can bring this kind of passion into
their own relationships.
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Fifty Shades of Grey
The Official Pleasure Collection

Now for the first time the
legendary silver pleasure balls,
handcuffs, crops and erotic
products featured in the record
breaking worldwide best sellers
are available in an official range
developed by Lovehoney
with author E L James.
From classic vibes and couple’s
toys to first-time bondage kits,
adventurous riding crops
and anal toys, Fifty Shades
of Grey The Official Pleasure
Collection has it all.
35
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Advanced pleasure? It’s behind you
Which part of your body has the highest
concentration of nerve endings besides
the genitals? Your bottom!
Anal sex used to be taboo but now lots of
sexually adventurous couples are discovering
its erotic potential.
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For good anal sex you must...
Go slowly
Relax, take your time and don’t be
afraid to stop if it’s not working for you.
Use lube
Anal lube is thicker and gives more
‘cushioning’ than standard lube for
comfortable penetration.
Trust your partner
Anal sex has the potential to be painful,
so you must trust your partner to stop
when you ask them to.

Lovehoney
Discover
Anal Lube

A butt plug will help you get
used to the sensations
Tracey Cox Supersex
Beginner’s
Butt Plug
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How was it
for you?
There are over 50,000 customer reviews
on Lovehoney – making it the biggest
source of sex toy reviews in the world!
By writing reviews, Lovehoney customers
help others make informed decisions
about sex toys and lingerie.
If you find reviews helpful, why not get
involved and pass on your knowledge?

Write your review at
www.lovehoney.co.uk/reviews
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You could also be in with a chance to win
a £100 prize and receive free sex toys.
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Live a sexier life
At Lovehoney we’ve made it easy for you
to explore, discover and buy sex toys.
Our online store has all the ingredients for
a fun and fulfilling sex life – offering free UK
delivery and one year returns, expert advice
and customer reviews.
Visit us today and discover a sexier life,
filled with exploration and play.
www.facebook.com/lovehoney
www.twitter.com/lovehoney

Discover more at
www.lovehoney.co.uk
Lovehoney®, Sqweel® & Magic Wand®
are registered trademarks of Lovehoney Ltd.
Tracey Cox® is a registered trademark of Tracey Cox.
Copyright Lovehoney Ltd © 2013.
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www.youtube.com/lovehoneytv

